
Included Customer Success Manager and  
Systems Engineer

SLA-driven SOC

Your Tools, 
Your Data

Answers, 
Confidence,  
Protection

24x7
EXTENDED
DETECTION &  
RESPONSE
Integrate and automate your  
environment with a  
leading XDR-Enabled  
SOCaaS Provider

WHAT YOU GET
WHY CHOOSE US

Open XDRaaS approach allows for seamless  
integration and future-proofed security strategy

Proprietary analytics built to enable continuous  
improvement with management teams

High-touch customer success team provides  
experienced consultation, constant monitoring, 
and consistent communication

Open XDR-enabled platform compiles data  
from all your tools

24x7 analyst monitoring

Guidance where and when you need it

24x7 SOC Analytics

XDRaaS
Next Generation SIEM

MDR
Managed 

Endpoint Services

Vulnerability 
Management 

Services

Zero Trust
Connect and 
Protect Every 

Packet

360

Scan, Schedule, 
Report, 

Remediate

Professional 
Services

Pen Test, 
Assessments, 
Automation



The CyFlare SOC provides monitoring of security alerts for all  
associated CyFlare-managed tools. Every account is assigned a 
dedicated Customer Success Manager and Professional Services 
Engineer to seamlessly deploy, monitor, and investigate any  
potential threats.

XDR Open and extensible XDR protects and future-proofs the entire  
enterprise attack surface effectively and efficiently through an open, 
unified, correlated, and intelligent security operations platform. 

Consolidated Data Plane Intelligent Detections Integration and Automation

Lightweight Metadata 
from all sources*

Provides full visibility

Lean and cost-effective  
infrastructure

*Includes 50+ API  
connectors, Logs, SaaS,  

and PaaS

MITRE ATT&CK Framework

Machine Learning enabled 
and UEBA focused

Investigative playbooks 
from day 1 with over 100 
use-cases

Insert business logic 
to create an ecosystem 
across your stack

Automate common 
tasks to ensure you are 
always protected

The CyFlare Difference

Multi- 
Tier SOC

ON-PREMISE | Logs from Servers, 
Workstations, Devices, and Tools API | Vendor Product Integrations

Data Lake, 
Detection, and 
Normalization

Orchestration 
and Automation 

Engine

Analytics 
Engine

SOCaaS

Professional 
Services

Centralized information. Centralized support.



Proprietary Analytics 
Provide actionable,  

distilled, and summarized  
outcomes for the Board Room 

(not just raw data)

Normalized Tools 
with Multiple 

Security Metrics
All security tool data  

aggregated into a single 
platform for cohesive 

viewing

Open and Frictionless

252 technology products 
integrated, 1500+ API 

actions

SOC Advisory  
Communications

Notifications of  
emerging threats or  
targeted campaigns

Automate routine actions and tasks to  
streamline operations, decrease  
resolution time, and minimize risk

Manipulate workflows to align with 
your people and processes

Integration and automation consulting 
and engineering always available

          Security Platform
A single pane of glass to interact with your SOC

CyFlare’s XDRaaS model is supported by ONE, the industry’s first-ever converged security  
platform. ONE provides a future-proof cybersecurity service – creating an ecosystem out of your 
current and future investments in cyber security tools. Additionally, the platform will wring out 
any inefficiencies by adding automation and human logic. 

CyFlare Takes You Further...



SOCaaS Snapshot
Delivering an unparalleled customer experience

Clearly Defined Use-Cases
100+ named use-cases, conditions, and 

disposition actions

Customer Success Manager 
Regular touchpoints identify gaps and 
build continuous improvement plans

Systems and Professional 
Services Engineer
Deployment assistance,  

integration development, and 
 automation enablement

24x7 SOC Analysts
Action-based SLA enables team to 
take immediate and clear action

MITRE ATT&CK Framework 
Framework-based investigative  

playbooks act as knowledge hub for 
cyber adversary behavior

Clear-cut answers — 
where and when you 

need them.

Rapid 
Deployment 
Ready

Cloud-native

Virtual machine or appliance based — network sensor

50+ API connectors

Log Forwarders (Syslog, CEF, LEEF)

Windows/Linux Server agents & centrally managed 
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Contact us to learn more.  
www.cyflare.com | sales@cyflare.com | 877-729-3527

Call for a platform demo today!
877-729-3527


